This paper answers open questions about the correctness and the completeness of Dart-Zobel algorithm for testing the inclusion rele~tion between two regular types. We show that the algorithm is complete but incorrect for regular types.
INTRODUCTION
Types are ubiquitous in programming languages [1] . They make programs easier to understand and help detect errors since a large number of errors are type errors.
A type is a possibly infinite set of ground terms with a finite
representation. An integral part of any type system is its type language that specifies which sets of ground terms are types. To be useful, types should be closed under intersection, union and complement operations. The decision problems such as the emptiness of a type, inclusion of a type in another, equivalence of two types should be decidable. Regular term languages [9, 3] , called regular types, satisfy these constraints and have been widely used as types [17, 15, 20, 4, 10, 12, 16, 18, 7, 19, 11, 8, 13, 2, 14] .
Most type systems use tuple distributive regular types which are strictly less powerful than regular types [17, 15, 20, 10, 12, 16, 18, 7, 19, 11, 8, 13, 2, 14] . Moreover, the class of tuple distributive types are not closed under union. Tuple distributive regular types are regular types closed under tuple distributive closure. Intuitively, the tuple distributive closure of a set of terms is the set of all terms constructed recursively by permuting each argument position among all terms that have the same function symbol [19] .
Dart and Zobel [5] present, among others, an inclusion algorithm for regular types with respect to a given set of type definitions without the tuple distributive restriction. However, the completeness and the correctness of the algorithm are left open. This paper provides answers to these open questions. We show that the algorithm is complete but incorrect for regular types.
There were algorithms for deciding the emptiness of regular term languages [9, 3] before Dart and Zobel's work [5] . Thus, the algorithm was intended to solve an already solved problem because the inclusion problem of regular types is equivalent to the emptiness problem of regular term languages. In spite of this, there is a strong impetus to address
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the correctness and the completeness of Dart-Zobel algorithm for the following reasons. Firstly Dart and Zobel's work [5] was one of early works on regular types and has been widely cited. The algorithm has been experimentally tested [5] , and it has also been used in type or type related analyses [4, 6] . Secondly, the algorithm uses tabulation to ensure termination. Tabulation has the effect of pruning subcomputation and has great potential to reduce computational time. Therefore, the algorithm is potentially more efficient than those for deciding the emptiness of regular term languages. Thirdly, when applied to tuple distributive types, the algorithm doesn't need a deterministic regular tree grammar. Instead, it works on a non-deterministic regular tree grammar and compares the tuple-distributive closures of the regular tree languages. In other words, there is no need to transform the regular tree grammar before two types can be compared. Finally, the algorithm deals with built-in types such as integers that can not be defined by a finite number of type rules and that are not dealt with by algorithms for deciding the emptiness of regular term languages.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 defines regular types by regular term grammars. Section 3 recalls Dart-Zobel algorithm for testing if a regular type is a subset of another regular type. Section 4 addresses the completeness and the correctness of their algorithm that have been left open.
REGULAR TYPES
Several equivalent formalisms such as tree automata [9, 3] , regular term grammars [9, 3] , regular unary logic programs [19] have been used to describe regular types. In [5] , Dart and Zobel use regular term grammars to describe regular types that axe sets of ground terms over a ranked alphabet A regular term grammar is a tuple G = (II, ~, A) where 1
• ~ is a fixed ranked alphabet. Each symbol in ~ is called a function symbol and has a fixed arity. It is assumed that ~ contains at least one constant that is a function symbol of arity 0.
• II is a set of symbols called nonterminals. These terminals will be called type symbols as they represent 1A start symbol is not needed in our setting.
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types. Type symbols are of arity 0. It is assumed that I I n E = 0 .
• A is a set of production rules of the form tx ~ r with a E H and r e T i E U II) where T (~ U 1I) is the set of all terms over E U II. Terms in T i E U H) will be called pure type terms.
EXAMPLE 1. Let ~ = {O,s(),nil, cons(,)} and II = {Nat, NatList}. G = (II, E, A) defines natural numbers and lists of natural numbers where
The above presentation is slightly different from [5] where production rules with the same type symbol on their lefthand sides axe grouped together and called a type rule. For instance, production rules in example i axe grouped into two type rules Nat ~ {Nat, Natlist} and Natlist {nil, cons(Nat, Natlist) }.
Types denoted by a pure type term is given by a rewrite rule :=~'a associated with G. t :::~¢ s if A contains a rule cz ~ r, c~ occurs in t and s results from replacing an occurrence of cx in t by r. Let =~ be the reflexive and transitive closure of =~a-The type denoted by a pure type term r is defined as follows.
Ida ~ {t e T(ID) I r ~ t}
[rla is the set of terms over E that can be derived from r by repeatedly replacing the lefthand side of a rule in A with its righthand side.
EXAMPLE 2. Let G be the regular term grammar in example 1. We have Natlist ~a cons(Nat, Natlist) ~¢ cons(s(Nat),Natlist) ~a consis(O), Natlist) =~a cons(s(O),nil) Thus, [Natlist]a contains cons(s(0), nil) among others. |
The type represented by a sequence C of pure type terms and the type represented by a set 9 of sequences of pure type terms are defined as follows.
[(r) + C% dg Ha × [C'la
Igla d~ U [Cla
where ~ is the empty sequence, + is the infix sequence concatenation operator, (r) is the sequence consisting of the pure type term r and x is the Cartesian product operator.
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The set II of nonterminals in Dart and Zobel's type language also contains constant type symbols. Constant type symbols are not defined by production rules and they denote constant types. In particular, II contains/z denoting the set of all terms over E and ¢ denoting the empty set of terms. We will leave out constant type symbols in this paper in order to simplify presentation. Re-introducing constant type symbols will not affect the results of the paper. 
DART-ZOBEL ALGORITHM
This section recalls Dart and Zobel's inclusion algorithm for regular types. As indicated in section 2, we shall disregard constant type symbols and simplify their algorithm accordingly. We note that without constant type symbols, many functions in their algorithm can be greatly simplified. In place of a type rule, we use the corresponding set of production rules. These superficial changes don't change the essence of the algorithm but facilitate the presentation. We shall assume that G is a simplified regular term grammar and omit references to G where there is no confusion.
We first describe the ancillary functions used in their algorithm. Let ¢ = r l r 2 . . , rn be a non-empty sequence of pure type terms and 9 be a set of non-empty sequences of 
e~ands(9)
The function expand rewrites a nona set of sequences when necessary.
dj if head(e) ¢ H + tail(¢) ] (head(e) -4 r) G A} if head(e) e II
Uce,~ ezpand(¢)
The function selects(r, 9) defined below applies when r is pure type term and r ~ II and 9 is a set of non-empty sequences with heads(9) n II = 6. The output of selects (r, 9) is the set of the sequences in 9 that have the same principal function symbol as r. The functions subset and subsetv are defined in the following. Where several alternative definitions of subsetv apply, the first is used.
subset(rl,v2) gJ subsetv((T1), {(~)},O)
subsetv(¢, ¢, C) d,f= false if • = 0 true ire = e subsetv (ta//(¢), tails ( ~ ), C) if (head(C), T) e C and heads(W) D T V¢ I e ezpand(~b).subsetv(~b I,V/,CU{ (head(O,heads(~))}) if head(C) E II
if head(C) = f(n,"", T~) h(a,b),a) 
where, for instance, 0 ---r a [ h(O, a) is an abbreviation of two rules 0 --+ a and 0 ~ h(O, a). Let Eh = E \ {h}. We have [0]G = {t E T(Eh)I t is left-skewed and leaves oft are a's} [a]G = {t e T(Eh)lt is left-skewed and leaves oft are b's} [w]¢ = {t E T(Eh)I t is left-skewed} [ IG = (g(t) I t e [wlc} = {g(t) I t e I01 u [dj
Let t = g(h(
subsetv((a), {(0), (a)}, C1) ) subset(a, f3) = A subsetv((b), {(0), (or)}, Cx) h
subsetv((h(w, a)), {(0), (a)}, C1) A subsetv((h(w,b)),{(O),(a)},Cl)
(1)
The second condition heads(g) D T for the third alternative is obviously mistaken to be heads(a) C 2" in [5] .
The first two alternatives deal with two trivial cases. The third alternative uses pairs in C to force termination. As we shall see later, this is fine for tuple distributive regular types but is problematic for regular types in general. 
CORRECTNESS AND COMPLETENESS
We now address the correctness and the completeness of Dart-Zobel algorithm. We first show that the algorithm is incorrect by means of a counterexample. 
Correctness -a counterexample EXAMPLE 3. Let G : (II,~,A) with II ----{a, fl, O, vr, w},
= {a, b, g(), h(,)} and { c~--rg@), ~g(O) lg(a),} A= O~a I h(O,a), a--+bl h(a,b), w ~ a l b l h(w,a) I h(w,b)
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The problem with the algorithm stems from the way the set C is used in the third definition of subsetv. As the above example indicates, the third definition of subsetv severs the dependency between the terms in a tuple, i.e., subterms of a term.
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In distributive. We don't know what is the largest subclass of the class of regular types for which the algorithm is correct.
Completeness
We now prove that Dart-Zobel algorithm is complete for regular types in the sense that 
PROOF. Assume subsetv(¢,¢l, C) = false. The proof is done by showing Fv,G ~ [¢]G C_ [~]G" This is accomplished
by induction on (dp(¢, ¢, C), lg(¢)) where lg(¢) is the length oft and dp(¢, ~, C) is the depth of the computation tree for
Basis. dp ( 
In the case (b), we have alp(tail(t), tails(g), C) < alp(t, ~ , C) and lg(tail(¢)) < Ig(¢). By the induction hypothesis, Pv,¢ [tail(¢)]~ C_ [tails(¢)]¢. Thus, Pc,G ~ 3t'.(t' ~ [tail(t)] G A t' ¢ [tails(~)]G). Let t e [head(¢)]~ and t = (t) + t'. Note that t exists as G is simplified. We have
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In the case (c), dp(¢',qt, C') < dp(¢,~,C). 
(c).
In the case (d), we have ¢' = rl...r~ + tail(t) and dp(¢', ¢', C) < dp(¢, 
CONCLUSION
We have provided answers to open questions about the correctness and the completeness of Daxt-Zobel algorithm for testing inclusion of one regular type in another. The algorithm is complete but incorrect for regular types.
